This annual workshop has been the major platform for coordination and technical interchange within the rideshare community and with the various sponsoring agencies. These developments have provided the foundation for a robust low-cost small payload rideshare capability. However, the continued evolution, sustainment, and utilization of these capabilities will require continued stakeholder recognition, support, and nourishing. Ongoing, coordinated effort, partnering, and support between stakeholders is essential to acquire the improved organizational processes and efficiencies required to meet the needs of the growing smallpayload community for low-cost access to space. Further, a mix of capabilities developed within the space community for Operationally Responsive Space, an international committee investigating space systems cross-compatibility, and an industry-based organization seeking small satellite "standardization" all work toward a new paradigm: sharing or leveraging resources amongst multiple users. The challenge: where are those users, and what is the best way to leverage them? What is leveraged-mass, power, cost-sharing? And how does one sort through these options? What policies may prevent the use of some options? Who are the "other users" that might share or leverage capabilities? This paper presents a systematic look at both the users and the launch options, and suggests a way forward.
I. Introduction
"rideshare paradigm" is presented based upon five principles (listed in Table 1 ). They are representative of the kind of ideas addressed annually at the Small Satellite Rideshare Workshop, a cross-disciplinary and crossinstitutional set of aerospace engineers.
The idea of partnerships and sharing costs is not new to space missions: the International Space Station, missions to the Moon or Mars, and Earth science missions all rely on multiple international contributors. What is new is the development of mission contributions that can be shared effectively with more scattered, diverse users. In large part, this is a grass-roots effort to enable more missions with limited budgets by leveraging existing capabilities.
A Rideshare Workshop, held at NASA's Wallops Flight Facility. This annual workshop has been the major platform for coordination and technical interchange within the rideshare community and with the various sponsoring agencies.
B. Principle #2 Share Costs
This is perhaps a corollary to Principle #1, but was kept separate to point out that although one major benefit of partnerships is sharing costs, developing those partnerships is time consuming and they must be in place to leverage opportunities when they occur.
C. Principle #3 Establish Policy
The best example of this principle is the establishment of an Air Force policy to use an ESPA ring on a limited number of EELV launches. Without the policy, the uncertainty of launch makes it difficult for partners to accept the risk or the unknown path to space.
Another venue taking a serious look at both policy and ridesharing is a Working Committee for the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) on international cross-platform compatibility. The goal of the Working Committee is to develop an approach to simplifying partnerships and addressing existing roadblocks to cooperative efforts. Most notably, International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) is an issue to be addressed, but also the implementation of standard interfaces to simplify the technical interfaces. The Working Committee report is due out in 2010.
D. Principle #4 Standard Interfaces
There can be an extended debate on the use of standards within the aerospace community. The point to be made here is that standard interfaces, instead, can address the incompatibility of most space assets. The space community is still in its infancy, and still building one-of-a-kind; hence, the move toward standard interfaces.
The definition of standardized interfaces and processes, along with various user guides and payload implementation plans, have been developed for cubesats and ESPA. Where there were no options before, there is now a cubesat and ESPA standard that can be designed to with the knowledge that, in turn, there is a policy (Principle #3) that shows a path to launch. Where there was no path before, now there is a way to plan a small mission.
E. Principle #5 Do No Harm
Another (incorrect) variant of this principle is to "add no risk." Although adding no risk is the more common concern over "do no harm," the point is that risk is, indeed, added by the addition of anything to a mission. The need should be, instead, for the addition of manageable risk. This principle was the driving requirement for the design of a deployment option for cubesats. 
F. Case Study: The Cubesat Community and the Five Principles
A group of university professors promoting the use of cubesats (see Fig. 3 ) attended the 2002 Rideshare Workshop. That year, the workshop was organized into 3 working groups to address small payload benefits and roadblocks, small launch vehicle roadmap, and secondary payload accommodations roadmap. Each group worked independently, reporting back to the whole workshop on the second day. The group addressing small payload benefits and roadblocks reported back a number of roadblocks, most notably the intolerable cost of access to space, especially to the many (nearly 100) universities in the process of developing cubesats. Part of the story is already given away by earlier reference to the cubesat "community." At that time, there was a loose affiliation of universities but mostly a large number of independent universities joining the growing interest in the cubesat. Part of the advice from the Workshop was to work together as a group-100 different universities competing for attention from launch services was not a way to success. So here is the advice that was given to the cubesat "community":
1. Develop partnerships With the growing interest and participation of universities with cubesats as a teaching tool (clever folks are also using cubesats for much more than teaching), some sort of consortium was necessary to coordinate. California's Cal Poly San Luis Obispo emerged as a facilitator/coordinator for cubesats. Finding no possibilities in the U.S. at the time, the group negotiated with Russian launchers and ultimately made two trips to Russia to launch 12 and then 14 cubesats. To their credit, engaging a foreign entity meant dealing with ITAR, so the university became ITAR-certified and had the responsibility to ensure that other cubesats that partner with Cal Poly met the needed requirements. 
V. Applying the Rideshare Paradigm to Future Missions; Lowering Costs
As for lowering cost, the simple reasoning here is that sharing costs of launch vehicles, spacecraft or operations does lower mission cost for an individual payload, although not necessarily for a spacecraft or launch vehicle. The difficult part of the problem is establishing a systematic way to build these cooperative efforts-to streamline. The U.S. Air Force and NASA are addressing a streamlining for the use of the ESPA ring by defining standard launch integration services (Principle #4) for the payloads that plan to use the ESPA.
This sharing of launch is non-trivial because of the many parameters that drive the needs of a payload, not the least of which are orbit location or pointing stability (there are 25-30 parameters to consider). But preliminary statistical studies 5 show enough compatibility for it to be of value to pursue. Additionally, limited budgets and increasing numbers of missions to be flown make heretofore "go it alone" approaches to reconsider and sometimes seek a form of rideshare. It adds to the tradespace for mission design.
Again, the NMP took a preliminary look at systematically assessing the options, of assessing (from Fig. 1 ) the various combinations of payloads, spacecraft and launch vehicles. The Flight Options Analysis Tool is an extensive Excel spreadsheet that ultimately identifies combinations and indicates where there are matches and where there are not matches. Sometimes the "not matches" provide more insight than the matches. And that is the point-having an overall, high-level view of these options gives insight into where time and effort could pay off, and where it would not.
Further, a mix of capabilities developed within the space community for Operationally Responsive Space, an international committee investigating space systems cross-compatibility, and an industry-based organization (CANEUS) seeking small satellite "standardization" all work toward a new paradigm: sharing or leveraging resources amongst multiple users.
VI. Summary and Conclusion
This paper begins by defining 5 principles that make up the Rideshare Paradigm. The Paradigm is discussed with the example of the evolution of the cubesat community. Then a systems look at the rideshare options is presented, to finally pull the information together to show a way forward to use this scattered information to make more informed decisions about fitting more missions into a limited budget. Figure 1 is presented one more time, this time as Figure 6 , showing the rideshare pathway to space that is emerging through the specific examples of the cubesat and SIV to the PPOD and ESPA ring, respectively.
The above developments have provided the foundation for a robust low-cost small payload rideshare capability. However, the continued evolution, sustainment, and utilization of these capabilities will require continued stakeholder recognition, support, and nourishing. The continued coordinated effort, partnering, and support between stakeholders is essential to acquire the improved organizational processes and efficiencies required to meet the needs of the growing small payload community for low cost access to space.
Although most of the ridesharing has been amongst government institutions, recent interest from the commercial sector 6 includes a rideshare concept of a commercially hosted payload, a payload that will pay for a ride on a commercial communications satellite. A serious look by the Air Force at this kind of commercial utilization promises to add to the rideshare options, and possibly bring it much more into the mainstream. Other efforts are also underway to formally track excess launch capacity that is known to exist but has not previously been tracked.
